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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The article is very interesting, providing a rare case report about an unusual entity. Title is adequate, as well as abstract. In my personal opinion, it is necessary to reorganize the case report, avoiding different sections to make it more fluid. English language requires a minor revision.
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**SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS**

At the present time, there are a wide range of immunotherapeutic options in lung diseases. The authors should discuss if immune check point inhibitors can be used in PH using the relevant publications such as; Alfredo Tartarone, et al - 2019 - Fausto Petrelli, et al - 2021 - Monireh Mohsenzadegan, et al - 2020.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Guo and colleagues have written a surprisingly interesting case report on a large pulmonary hamartoma, which is less common than the typical pulmonary hamartomas. The discussion is well written and interesting as the authors linked histology findings to CT findings. There is a lot of literature on typical pulmonary hamartoma, but the aspects highlighted here by the authors are innovative. I have a few comments to further improve the article:

- Abstract - I suggest rephrasing the first sentence of the background as it now seems that all pulmonary hamartomas are large cystic-solid lesions that are difficult to diagnose.
- Intro - Line 4: I’d rather say “PH can show unusual characteristics”
- Case presentation - Can the authors explain what the reason was to perform a CT? In many countries, this is not done as routine examination. And for pre-operative evaluation, chest X-ray is performed. - The description of the tumor varies, sometimes irregular tumor, sometimes well-defined tumor? I looks like a rather well-defined tumor to me on CT? I would clarify that/be consistent.
- Diagnostic work-up: I would say our hypothesis was… (final diagnosis after histological confirmation). It would be interesting if the authors can explain to the readers why they thought it was a benign tumor at that stage.
- It would be interesting if the authors can provide a bit more information on the IHC (for example, presence of smooth muscle cells (SMA+), low proliferation rate (KI-67 <5%)...)
- Discussion - The authors need to check and rephrase the findings of Erber’s study as this was a study of malignant neoplasms, mainly sarcomas, and did not give any information on pulmonary hamartomas.